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Exhibit Contains: 

 
Certification by Intellian that the V80e antenna complies with §25.218(f) and will 

maintain a pointing error of less than or equal to 0.5 degrees. 

 

Certification by Intellian that the V100NX antenna complies with §25.218(f) and will 

maintain a pointing error of less than or equal to 0.5 degrees. 

 

Certification by Intellian that the V130NX antenna complies with §25.218(f) and will 

maintain a pointing error of less than or equal to 0.5 degrees. 

 

Certification by Intellian that the V240MTKU and V240MTKA antennas comply with 

§25.218(f) and (i) respectively and will maintain a pointing error of less than or equal to 

0.5 degrees. 

 

Certification by Intellian that the V240MTGen2KU and V240MTGen2KA antennas 

comply with §25.218(f) and (i) respectively and will maintain a pointing error of less 

than or equal to 0.5 degrees. 

 

Certification by Sea Tel that the 2400KU and 2400KA antennas comply with §25.218(f) 

and (i) respectively and will maintain a pointing error of less than or equal to 0.2 degrees. 

 

Certification by Marlink pursuant to §25.132(a)(1) that the off-axis gain of the 2400KA 

antenna will not exceed the relevant levels specified in §25.209(a) and (b) and that the 

power spectral density of any digitally modulated carrier into any transmitting Ka-band 

earth station antenna in the network will not exceed 3.5 dBW/MHz as specified in 

§25.212(e). (Note- this certification is for both §25.115(c)(3)(i)(A) and §25.115(g)(2).) 

 

Certification by Marlink and Intellian pursuant to §25.132(a)(1) that the off-axis gain of 

the V130NX antenna will not exceed the relevant levels specified in §25.209(a) and (b) 

and that the power spectral density of any digitally modulated carrier into any 

transmitting Ku-band earth station antenna in the network will not exceed 3.5 dBW/MHz 

as specified in §25.212(c)(2). 

 

Certification by Marlink that the aggregate off-axis EIRP density from all Marlink Ku-

band ESV network co-frequency earth stations transmitting simultaneously to the same 

target satellite receiving beam, not resulting from colliding data bursts transmitted 

pursuant to a contention protocol, will not exceed the off-axis EIRP density limits 

permissible for a single earth station, as specified in §25.218 (f)(1) through (f)(3) and that 

its variable-power transmitters are capable of automatically ceasing or reducing 

emissions within 100 milliseconds of receiving a command to do so from Marlink’s 

network control and monitoring center, if the aggregate off axis EIRP densities of the 

transmitter or transmitters exceed the off-axis EIRP density limits specified in 

§25.218(f)(1) through (f)(3). 

 

Certification by Marlink that if it does use variable power density control of 
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earth stations transmitting simultaneously in shared frequencies to the same 

target satellite receiving beam for its Ka-band network Marlink will ensure 

that the aggregate off-axis EIRP density from all Marlink Ka-band ESV 

network co-frequency earth stations transmitting simultaneously to the same 

target satellite receiving beam, not resulting from colliding data bursts 

transmitted pursuant to a contention protocol, will not exceed the off-axis 

EIRP density limits permissible for a single earth station, as specified in 

§25.218 (i)(1) through (i)(4) and that its variable-power transmitters are 

capable of automatically ceasing or reducing emissions within 100 

milliseconds of receiving a command to do so from Marlink’s network 

control and monitoring center, if the aggregate off axis EIRP densities of the 

transmitter or transmitters exceed the off-axis EIRP density limits specified 

in §25.218(i)(1) through (i)(4). 
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